LOOKS STUNNING.
FEELS SPACIOUS.
THE BMW GRAN TURISMO.

The art of uniting seemingly contradictory worlds is the hallmark of the BMW Gran Turismo. The result is an unmistakable automobile, which is distinctive and outstanding. It’s not just its striking look or generous interior that makes the BMW Gran Turismo so fascinating, it’s the way it fuses the sporty yet elegant character of a coupé with an impressive amount of space. This combination affords every driver a kind of independence, flexibility and dynamism that you won’t find anywhere else. The BMW Gran Turismo does not fulfill expectations. It exceeds them. With countless innovations and thoughtful details both inside and out, it never fails to amaze.
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MANY FACETS. ONE DIMENSION.
EXTERIOR DESIGN.

Many facets, one unmistakable look. One clear profile, many interwoven contours. Surging ahead, yet taking everything in its stride. The appearance of the BMW Gran Turismo is at once multifaceted and thrilling. Countless design elements radiate beauty, confidence, space and dynamics. The passion and precision of the exterior is palpable from the moment you lay eyes on it. It reflects what the BMW Gran Turismo embodies - uncompromising independence, that’s truly without parallel, in a form that redefines beauty and space.

- Active Rear Spoiler
- Air breather
- Automatic Tailgate with wide opening
- Elongated silhouette, Coupé-like roofline
- Frameless doors
- Spacious cabin

Many facets, one unmistakable look. One clear profile, many interwoven contours. Surging ahead, yet taking everything in its stride. The appearance of the BMW Gran Turismo is at once multifaceted and thrilling. Countless design elements radiate beauty, confidence, space and dynamics. The passion and precision of the exterior is palpable from the moment you lay eyes on it. It reflects what the BMW Gran Turismo embodies - uncompromising independence, that’s truly without parallel, in a form that redefines beauty and space.

- Active Rear Spoiler
- Air breather
- Automatic Tailgate with wide opening
- Elongated silhouette, Coupé-like roofline
- Frameless doors
- Spacious cabin
One of the outstanding features of the BMW Gran Turismo is its impressive spaciousness which, together with the heightened seating position, makes it perfect for long trips. Everything in the interior is generously proportioned and ensures first-class comfort. Every detail blends seamlessly into the exquisite overall design. The view is amazing, no matter where you look. And everything has just the right amount of space.

- Panorama Glass Roof
- 40:20:40 seat split
- Best-in-segment Legroom and space
- Easy entry and exit seating
- Elevated Seating position and lounge-like comfort with long wheelbase
- Large storage capacity, from 520 to 1600 Litres
INDULGENCE HAS A NEW FORM.
THE LUXURY LINE.

The BMW Gran Turismo Luxury Line impresses with its especially classical and elegant design. Subtle and refined design elements made of high-gloss Chrome unite exclusivity on the exterior with sporting agility and are characteristic of the individual features of the line.
SPACE: THRILLING.
FORM: PERFECT.

DESIGN FEATURES.

Exterior
• Air Breather in Chrome
• B-Pillar in High-gloss Black
• BMW Kidney Grille with 11 slats in Chrome
• Front door sill finishers with inserts in aluminium with “BMW” designation
• Side window frames in Chrome
• Exclusive design in Chrome at front and rear
• Luxury Line designation on side panel
• Tailpipe finisher in Chrome
• 45.72 cm (18 inches) Multi-spoke style 416

Interior
• Exclusive Chrome trim on the centre console
• Sport Leather Steering Wheel
• Dakota Leather with Exclusive stitching
• Lights package with ambient lighting
• Car key with Chrome trim highlights
• Navigation with iDrive Touch Controller
• 8.8 inch (22.3 cm) free standing high resolution display
• Panorama Glass Roof
• Fine-wood trim ‘Fineline’ Anthracite Highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome
A CLASS APART.

THE BMW GRAN TURISMO SPORT LINE.

The BMW Gran Turismo with Sport Line promises unbridled dynamics and sets clear visual accents. Its striking design features in high-gloss Black reinforce the sporting appearance. The design of the Sport Line conveys athleticism from every perspective.
DESIGN FEATURES.

Exterior
- Air Breather in high-gloss black
- B-Pillar in High-gloss Black
- BMW Kidney Grille with 9 slats in Chrome
- Front door sills finished in inserts in aluminium with “BMW” designation
- Side window frames in Matt Black
- Exclusive design in Black high-gloss at front and rear
- “Sport” Line designation on side panel
- Tailpipe finisher in black chrome
- 45.72 cm (18 inches) light alloy wheels Double-spoke Style 397

Interior
- Exclusive Chrome trim in the centre console area
- Sport leather steering wheel with contrasting Red Stitching
- Driving experience switch incl. Sport+ mode
- Car key with Red trim
- Navigation with iDrive Touch Controller
- 8.8” (22.3 cm) free standing high resolution display
- Lights package with ambient lighting
- Fine-wood trim Fineline Anthracite with Highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome
MAXIMISE EFFICIENCY. MINIMISE EMISSIONS.

BMW EFFICIENT DYNAMICS.

The BMW EfficientDynamics technologies package in the BMW Gran Turismo not only takes its dynamic performance further, but also provides revolutionary fuel efficiency that adds more kilometres per drop of diesel while keeping the carbon footprint of the vehicle to a minimum.
Auto Start/Stop Function
The Auto Start/Stop Function switches off the engine when the vehicle comes to a temporary standstill (e.g., at traffic lights) to further reduce overall fuel consumption.

Brake Energy Regeneration
Brake Energy Regeneration ensures that the generator (alternator) generates electricity when the driver brakes or takes foot off the accelerator. This unused kinetic energy is transformed into electrical energy and fed into the battery. This reduces the amount of power the battery takes from the engine and hence lowers fuel consumption.

ECO PRO Mode
This mode enables fuel consumption to be reduced by up to 15% depending on your individual driving style. It intelligently adapts the accelerator sensitivity, the transmission and the heating/air conditioning systems.

Electric Power Steering with Servotronic
Unlike conventional hydraulic steering systems, the Servotronic Electric Power Steering only uses energy during actual steering. The electric motor is inactive when driving straight ahead.

Intelligent Lightweight construction
Lightness for more dynamic driving: the aluminium lightweight chassis construction of the BMW cars keeps them safely on track in every situation and guarantees maximum driving safety. The significant reduction in weight simultaneously reduces fuel consumption and enhances driving dynamics.

Steptronic 8-speed Automatic Transmission
The Steptronic 8-speed Automatic Transmission system shifts gears so quickly and smoothly that the only indication is the movement of the rev-counter needle. Together with Auto Start/Stop Function, it also keeps operating engine speeds low resulting in increased driving dynamics and comfort, coupled with reduced fuel consumption and fewer emissions.
A NEW STANDARD IN EFFICIENCY AND DRIVING PLEASURE.

THE POWER OF BMW TWIN POWER TURBO DIESEL ENGINE WITH FOUR CYLINDERS.

The BMW TwinPower Turbo diesel engines have a lightweight aluminium construction and are fitted with a maintenance-free particle filter. Common Rail direct injection is combined with fully variable performance control and innovative turbocharger technology with variable turbine geometry, for enhanced efficiency and dynamics. The result - a new dimension in efficiency and driving pleasure.

- Power: 190 hp (140kW)
- Torque: 400 Nm
- 0-100 km/h: 7.7 seconds
- Top Speed: 226 km/h
- Fuel Economy: 21.76 km/l
Our world is becoming more connected every day. The BMW Gran Turismo makes you used to the fact that your vehicle and your world are linked - that you can request information, communicate via telephone or email and always be up-to-date even while on the go. The BMW ConnectedDrive concept encompasses all the services and innovative technologies that network BMW vehicles and their passengers with the world outside.
SO CONNECTED, YOU’RE FREE.

The unique BMW ConnectedDrive package features numerous functions for more convenience, infotainment and safety. So you can focus on what really counts: driving pleasure. It makes tasks easier and quicker to perform, giving you more time for what’s really important: your time.
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Park Distance Control (PDC) front and rear

The Park Distance Control (PDC) allows for easy parking and manoeuvring in confined spaces. Acoustic signals and a visual indicator in the Control Display tell you when the rear of the vehicle is approaching an object. Distances are measured by ultrasound sensors in the bumper.

Navigation Professional

The Navigation system Professional provides the driver a 3D design combined with an innovative display concept and numerous functions for navigation, office and multimedia—for maximum comfort and information en route to your destination. Thanks to the three-dimensional map display that makes use of satellite images as a map background with photo-realistic depictions of selected sights-turning navigation into an exciting visual experience.

HiFi Loudspeaker System

Excellent sound reproduction is assured with the HiFi Loudspeaker System. You can enjoy your favourite music in superb fidelity, thanks to the powerful amplifier, sophisticated equaliser and high-performance speakers. The surround feature lets you simulate a range of different environments, so you can create precisely the audio mood that you want.

Rear View Camera

The Rear View camera allows you to view the area behind the car in the Control Display while manoeuvring and parking. The rear view camera enhances visibility when reversing at speeds below 20 km/h.

iDrive Touch Controller

The iDrive Touch Controller with direct menu control buttons, eight functional bookmarks and voice control makes operation intuitive by allowing you to enter the address of your destination in handwriting on its touch-sensitive surface.

iDrive T ouch Controller

The iDrive Touch Controller with direct menu control buttons, eight functional bookmarks and voice control makes operation intuitive by allowing you to enter the address of your destination in handwriting on its touch-sensitive surface.
Active Rear Spoiler
The active rear spoiler optimises the airflow at the rear of the car as your speed increases, to ensure excellent road holding and classic BMW driving dynamics.

Aerodynamics
This BMW Gran Turismo has been aerodynamically optimised with meticulous attention to detail and boasts excellent air resistance. Thanks to features such as the Air Curtain in the front apron and the new Air Breather in the front wheel arches.

Rear Wheel Drive
The Rear-wheel drive provides extraordinary agility, manoeuvrability and precision steering. It also enables the vehicle weight to be ideally distributed across the entire running gear, which optimises traction and thereby imparting dynamic energy to every manoeuvre.

50:50 Weight Distribution
The perfect balance of performance and precision: the ideal distribution of weight between the front and rear axles makes every BMW supremely agile. The Rear-wheel drive and the intelligent use of modern lightweight materials ensure that the overall weight is distributed evenly between the two axles. The result is excellent handling and outstanding agility.

Air Breather
Air Breather in the front wheel arches in combination with the Air Curtain on the front apron reduce the level of wind turbulence around the front wheels. This has the effect of improving stability and fuel efficiency.

DYNAMICS IN PERFECT CONTROL.
DRIVING DYNAMICS.
An entire package of innovative technologies ensure sporty handling and exceptional comfort, making the BMW Gran Turismo, a pleasure to drive.
SAFETY. IN ALL POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS.

BMW SAFETY FEATURES.

BMW has always been setting benchmarks in vehicle safety. There is no end to our quest for the next innovation. And it’s not just about greater power and more efficient performance. It’s also about safety. We prepare our vehicles to expect the unexpected. Before you step into a BMW, we do our best to try to make it the safest drive.

Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

Even when applying the full force of braking power, the vehicle remains under your complete control thanks to the Anti-lock Brake System (ABS). It regulates the braking pressure on individual wheels to ensure that the vehicle can always be steered easily. ABS prevents the wheels from locking, regardless of the road surface friction and the applied brake pressure.

BMW Restraint System

BMW Restraint system comprises of three-point seat belts combined with integral tensioners and force limiters. Fast, secure, reliable: the integrated seatbelt system restrains you safely in a collision, dramatically reducing the danger of injury. Regardless of the position of your seat, the seatbelts offer excellent comfort and optimum restraint geometry.

Bumper System

The front and rear bumpers feature easily replaceable deformation elements that absorb impacts at up to 4 km/h without damage and absorb impacts at up to 15 km/h.
Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) including Cornering Brake Control (CBC)

Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) including Cornering Brake Control (CBC) and Brake Assist, recognises the risk of skidding before it occurs and stabilises the car within milliseconds. The traction mode sub-function (DTC) allows increased wheel slip to optimise acceleration in certain driving conditions and to enable more dynamic driving.

Runflat Tyres and Runflat Indicator

Dynamic Traction Control (DTC)

Dynamic Traction Control (DTC) is a sub-function of the Dynamic Stability Control (DSC) system. When the drivers want a sportier driving style, the DTC can be activated by pressing a button and this allows more slip and reduces the DSC’s curbing of the engine. The result: better traction and more thrust.

Intelligent Airbag System

Intelligent Impact Depending (ID) airbags are equipped with a two-stage gas generator. In a more severe impact, they inflate to their fullest level with minimum time delay, providing maximum protection for the occupants. However, when the accident is less severe, they allow for a slightly longer delay before deployment.

Rigid Passenger Cell

The reinforced side walls prevent the tyres from completely collapsing or loosening from the rim if the air pressure suddenly drops due to tyre damage. This enables you to keep control of your vehicle and continue driving for longer, till you can safely make it to your destination. The Runflat indicator alerts you by displaying a red warning light and emitting a sound so that you can continue your journey, cautiously.

Active Safety. On all sides.

The safety systems in the BMW Gran Turismo react in an accident in a split second, coordinating the deployment of all necessary safety features, from airbags to seatbelt pre-tensioners to active headrests. The result: you and your passengers are assured of the best possible protection.

Rigid Passenger Cell

The occupant cell of BMW is extremely rigid, with bodyshell components made of multi-phase steel and special reinforcements maintaining a protective frame around the cabin in the event of an accident. At the same time, the reversible deformation elements in the front and rear of the car, absorb the force of an impact at speeds up to 15 km/h, leaving the bodyshell completely undamaged.

Side-impact protection

In the event of a collision from the side, an entire range of components work together to give you the best possible protection. This ranges from highly stable doors and a robust B column to specialised head and side protection airbags. Diagonal aluminium cross-members are embedded within each door and ensure that the doors and side walls are exceptionally strong and stiff.
As a proud BMW owner, accessories customised to your own individual taste are exclusively available to you at special prices. Now you can further enhance your driving pleasure with Original BMW Accessories.

Personalise your BMW Gran Turismo for a greater level of individual freedom. Choose from our wide range of accessories for the interior as well as exterior, entertainment and connectivity, travel and comfort to suit your individual needs. Get ready to explore beauty and space that redefines your freedom.
1. 18 inch BMW M Performance light alloy wheel Double-spoke 405 M, Matt Black
2. BMW M Performance carbon interior trim with Alcantara
   Design highlights that can be seen and felt. Open-pore carbon fibre combined with Alcantara and M Performance branding.
3. BMW M Performance carbon gearshift with Alcantara gaiter
   Motorsport at your fingertips. With innovative and unmistakable design, the BMW M Performance Carbon gearshift lever is wrapped in open-pore carbon fibre. This completely new technology, which can actually be felt, offers the driver direct contact with the carbon fibre.
4. BMW M Performance steering wheel II Alcantara with carbon trim and race display
   A motorsport feel thanks to the integrated race computer and dynamic BMW M Performance design. Display features the latest OLED technology, gearshift indicator and EfficientDynamics Sport and Race modes. Open-pore carbon and Alcantara steering wheel offers excellent grip in even extreme driving situations and is flattened at the bottom.
5. BMW M Performance centre console gearshift lever trim in carbon and Alcantara
   Sporty and aesthetic, combining open-pore carbon and Alcantara.
6. BMW M Performance carbon wing mirror caps
   Carefully hand-crafted set for left and right. Sporty design adapted to the BMW Gran Turismo with a high-tech feel.
7. BMW M Performance stainless steel pedal covers
   Stainless steel pedal covers feature precise workmanship and a purist, technical look.

BMW M PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES.
EXTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

1. Light alloy Wheels
BMW light alloy wheels emphasise the dynamic character and exclusive style of your BMW Gran Turismo. Not only that, these lightweight cast wheels also help the suspension to smooth surface imperfections and improve handling and braking. All wheel/tyre combinations undergo rigorous selection and testing processes, and every last detail is optimised for use to ensure they meet the highest standards of quality as per the Indian market driving condition specifications.

A. 19 inch M Light alloy wheels Double-spoke 598 M
B. 19 inch Light alloy wheels Double-spoke 466
C. 18 inch Light alloy wheel Turbine Styling 415
D. 18 inch M Light alloy wheel Star-spoke 400 M
E. 18 inch Light alloy wheel Star-spoke 396

2. Mud flaps
Protect your car and the vehicle behind you against dirt and loose chippings. Available for both front and rear wheels.

3. Car cover future
The BMW Car cover has aerodynamic graphics that underline the sporting character of the BMW Gran Turismo. It protects against dirt, dust, water and scratches. For both indoors and outdoors, and suitable for all seasons. This car cover is for easy maintenance.

4. Emergency spare wheel
The emergency spare wheel system kit includes a space saver wheel, car jack, and other components required for an emergency wheel change. It assists in a situation where the owner could potentially be stranded or in danger.
INTERIOR ACCESSORIES.

1. BMW Junior seat I-II, with ISOFIX
   Suitable for children weighing 9 to 18 kg (aged approx. 9 months to 3.5 years). Height and tilt adjustable backrest. A must-use safety precaution for families with young children. Available in Anthracite and Blue/Anthracite.

2. BMW Baby Seat 0+ (not illustrated)
   Suitable for children weighing 2 to 13 kg (aged approx. 15 months). Height and tilt-adjustable backrest. A must-use safety precaution for families with young children. Available in Anthracite and Blue/Anthracite.

3. M Leather steering wheel
   Master in style instead of simply steering. The redesigned M Leather multifunction steering wheel offers excellent grip for sporty changes of direction and finest corrections to course on the racing line. Slim and elegant in shape, the M Leather steering wheel combines perfect control with athletic elegance.

4. All-weather floor mats
   These floor mats are dirt-repellent and water-resistant. Available in Anthracite.

5. Velour floor mats
   Dirt-repellent, water-resistant and perfectly fitted. Available in multiple colour options.

6. Textile floor mats (not illustrated)
   Dirt-repellent and water-resistant floor mats that fit your BMW perfectly. These durable high-quality mats come with an embroidered BMW logo. Available in Basic and Sport Line variants for front and rear.

7. Doorsill finishers
   In stainless steel, for front and rear. Available in illuminated and non-illuminated versions. With the BMW wordmark.

8. Leather gearshift with decorative strip in pearlescent Chrome (not illustrated)
   Ergonomically shaped for a great feeling with every gear shift, it adds the perfect finishing touch.

9. M Leather gearshift (not illustrated)
   Adds sportiness and dynamism to every gear shift.

10. BMW Interior LED lighting package (not illustrated)
    The LED used in the car’s interior lights impresses with its extremely low energy consumption and very long lifespan. A specially calibrated lens creates a radiance comparable to that of a light bulb. The LED module can be plugged directly into the socket. Available in a set of 4 LED modules.
ENTERTAINMENT AND CONNECTIVITY.

1. Tablet DVD System
The Tablet DVD System can be plugged into the vehicle’s 12v socket. The DVD player, which is built into one of the monitors, can play video, photo and audio CDs. In addition, JPEGs and music files on USB sticks and memory cards are also compatible.

2. BMW Dog safety harness
The BMW dog safety harness is designed for securing dogs on the rear seat and ensure the safety of other car occupants. The harness is attached to the back seatbelt and can be adjusted in length. The harness consists of a chest strap, a neck strap with a plastic buckle, a handle, a leather strap with a metal ring, and storage bag.

Coolbag (not illustrated)
A CFC free electric cooler which chills its contents to approx 20 degrees centigrade below the temperature inside the vehicle. Capacity: 14 litres.

Rear Storage Bag (not illustrated)
A combination of exceptional design and intelligent functionality. Attached to the back seat with the centre seat belt, it can be packed with items at home and provides useful additional storage, including two exterior cupholders. It also comes with a detachable insulated inner bag.

Mobility set (not illustrated)
The set consists of pump, tire gel, gloves and valve adapters. The combination of the powerful compressor and 750 ml tire sealing gel outperforms other compressor kits and tire repair sprays available in the market.

Driver utility set (not illustrated)
Equally useful at home and on the move. Comprises a selection of tools branded with BMW lettering, including a screwdriver with a Chrome-plated blade attachment and a set of 16 head attachments, a Chrome-plated spanner and polished Chrome-plated pliers, plus a high-quality pocket knife, torch and nylon gloves, all in a sturdy nylon bag with an embossed BMW wordmark.

TRAVEL AND COMFORT.

1. Coat hanger
The coat hanger allows clothes to be transported without creasing. It can also be detached from the mounting and used to carry clothes outside the vehicle.

2. BMW Dog safety harness
The BMW dog safety harness is designed for securing dogs on the rear seat and ensure the safety of other car occupants. The dog’s front legs are put through the two openings in the harness so that the harness rests against its chest. The harness strap is placed around the dog’s chest and the buckle must audibly engage. Then the correct belt length, which should be taut around the dog, is adjusted. If you wish to give your dog a walk enroute during long journeys, a leash can be attached to the metal ring at the top. The harness comes with a storing bag.

Coolbag (not illustrated)
A CFC free electric cooler which chills its contents to approx 20 degrees centigrade below the temperature inside the vehicle. Capacity: 14 litres.

Rear Storage Bag (not illustrated)
A combination of exceptional design and intelligent functionality. Attached to the back seat with the centre seat belt, it can be packed with items at home and provides useful additional storage, including two exterior cupholders. It also comes with a detachable insulated inner bag.

Mobility set (not illustrated)
The set consists of pump, tire gel, gloves and valve adapters. The combination of the powerful compressor and 750 ml tire sealing gel outperforms other compressor kits and tire repair sprays available in the market.

Driver utility set (not illustrated)
Equally useful at home and on the move. Comprises a selection of tools branded with BMW lettering, including a screwdriver with a Chrome-plated blade attachment and a set of 16 head attachments, a Chrome-plated spanner and polished Chrome-plated pliers, plus a high-quality pocket knife, torch and nylon gloves, all in a sturdy nylon bag with an embossed BMW wordmark.
**EXTERIOR COLOURS.**

- Alpine White (non-metallic)
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
- Black Sapphire (metallic)
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
- Glacier Silver (metallic)
  - Available with: Luxury Line
- Imperial Blue Brilliant Effect (metallic)
  - Available with: Luxury Line
- Sparkling Brown (metallic)
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
- Melbourne Red (metallic)
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line

**UPHOLSTERY.**

- Leather Dakota Saddle Brown exclusive stitching | Black
  - Available with: Luxury Line
- Leather Dakota Veneto Beige exclusive stitching | Veneto Beige
  - Available with: Luxury Line
- Leather Dakota Black exclusive stitching | Black
  - Available with: Luxury Line
- Sensata: Black / Red highlight | Black
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
- Sensata: Veneto Beige | Veneto Beige
  - Available with: Sport Line

**INTERIOR TRIMS.**

- Fine-wood trim Fineline
  - Anthracite with highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
- Fine-wood trim Fineline
  - Anthracite with highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
- Fine-wood trim Fineline
  - Anthracite with highlight trim finishers Pearl Chrome
  - Available with: Luxury Line
  - Available with: Sport Line
FASCINATING CONTOURS.
THE BMW GRAN TURISMO.
DIMENSIONS.

All dimensions in the technical drawings are given in millimeters.